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State 'exercise' calls for deep enrollment cuts
by Kenneth Rudd
Staff reporter

Massive cuts in the state,s budget
could force Central to reduce student
enrollment by as many as 1, 144 students next year, but university officials
warn against premature alarm.
A budget reduction plan calling for a
12.5 percent cut emerged from an exercise designed to prepare the state in the
event of a budgetary shortfall, said
Courtney Jones, Centrars vice president for business and financial affairs.
"These budget exercises go on all the
time," Jones said. ''These are just preliminary discussions with the office of
financial management as they prepare
recommendations for the governor's
budget request, which will come out

pate (it happening)," Jones said.
"There's a long time to go until the
budget comes out in the spring, and the
around Dec. 1.
"It's a bit unusual that they're doing it : legislature will have their own stamp
at a time when the state revenue pic- to put on it, but there's no question it's
ture is fine, but we haven,t been told to going to be a tight budget."
Both Jones and Dick Thompson,
cut anything yet."
The OFM requested state agencies, Central's director of · corporate and
including Central, to submit plans for govermental relations, hope the unireducing their budgets after determin- versity will not only not see a cut in
ing state revenues would not cover the enrollment, but get the additional 550
carry-forward costs ofcurrent programs · full-time equivalent students it seeks . .
"I'm optimistic," Thompson said. "I
plus a salary increase for teachers and
feel we're not going to suffer any budget
state employees, Jones said.
Besides the 12.5 percent cut, two cuts. Central may not fare exceptionadditional scenarios have been proposed ally well, but I think we'll get an enrollby the state, cutting the budget by ment increase even in view ofthe alarms
three and six percent, he said. At the being sounded."
If the budget is cut by 12.5 percent,
12.5 percent rate, Central could lose
Thompson said, "it would do tremenmore than $10 million.
"If that were to happen, it would be a
very bad situation, but I don't antici- See BUDGET I page 2

Impounded two-wheelers seek owners ··
by Kenneth Rudd
Staff reporter

;

'

f your bicycle is missing, you might want to check with .::.'
Campus Safety. They have impounded ~~~e t~_~n 100 bi- ~
cycles in the past year.
· · · · ·1
~ .,
"The majority were impounded over the summer because they were left in stairwells and other places," said Al
Teeples, Central's chief of police.
"We figured when people came back to school they'd come
looking for them," he said.
"But, unfortunately, I've got more than 100 bikes and I'm
running out of room (to store them)."
The bicycles will be auctioned off if left unclaimed and the
proceeds will go into scholarship funds, he said.
'We sell a lot of them every year, but this year we have an
unusual1y high number of them," Teeples said. "With t~e
price of bicycles, I don't understand why people aren't m here
looking for them, or at least reporting them s~olen."
Teeples said they will release the bicycles without charge to
their owners - if they can prove ownership.
"You'll have to be able to ide!1tify Y?ur bic;:cle _in one way or Campus police officer Gene Gustin with just a sampling of the 100-plus
ther " he said "We're not JUSt gomg to give it to the first
ano
'h
lk. . ,,
bicycles In custody since mid-summer.
.
Christopher Stone!The Observer
person w o wa s m.

I

'Everything that could go wrong, did'
Misunderstandings
create year's delay
in elevat<?r project
by Jenny Mathews
Staff reporter

What goes up must come down, except
for the elevators in Mitchell and Hertz
halls.
Misunderstandings between Central
and a hired elevator consultant have
delayed the completion of the elevators
for more than a year, said Bill Ross,
director of facilities planning and construction.
Construction began in June 1989.Ross
said the elevators should be operational
by the end of November.The elevators

were installed to allow handicapped
"We have performed in accordance
students access to the second floors of with the contract documents," he said.
both buildings.
. He was hesitant i1!c n:iaking any stateHandicapped students must have a ments, sa~ng he still qias) an open
proxy pay their tuition and fees to the contract W?-t~ the scho~l.
cashiers in Mitchell.
.
Peters, said 1fhe wer~ m the wrong he
"The problem with-the elevator is ·, wouldn t have kept his workers on the
basically that the elevator codes seen~ for S? long.
.
changed during the time of construe.. .. "This p~oJec_t was plagued with probtion, that there was some misinterpre- ~ems 'Yhich mvolve,? all th~ pfay~rs,
tationofthepriorcode,"Rosssaid. "The mcl_udmg(Central), Ross said_, addmg
electrical subcontractor is awaiting projects such as the elevator mstalladelivery of components (for the electri- ti on normally take 12 to 14 months to
cal system)."
complete.
"Nothing normally takes this long," "Wereallydon'tun~erst:nd wh~there
he said
was misinterpretations, he said, but
Greg Peters, owner of Pacific Crest a~d~d, "Everythingthatcouldgowrong,
Construction Co. of Spokane, which did.
.
.
.
contracted to do the elevator installaThe misun_derstandm~s mvo~ved election said the problem was not on his trical serVIce, steamp1pe ahgnment,
compliance with the state's elevator
en d .'
0

"Nothing normally
takes this long."

-Bill Ross
codes which changed early in construction. This delayed the electrical installation as well as the approval of the
state electrical inspector.
"The consultant didn't clearly show
the contractor the steampipe alignment," said John Holman, physical
plant director, referring to the need to
tap into Mitchell's steampiping.
Originally Pacific Crest won the con struction job with a bid of $345,000.
The final cost for construction, due to
the misunderstandings and delays, wil I
be $418,200, Ross said.
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Thompson:
Budget cut
would 'shred
the sails of
this ship'
From BUDGET I page 1
dous harm to our university.
We scramble for a few hundred
thousand dollars, so a cut of
$10million would not only take
the wind out of our sails, it'd
shred the sails of this ship.
"I feel (the budget exercise) is
somewhat of a ploy by the political leaders to shock the citi~
zens of this state into thinking
the worst.
"But it's also probably a
needed exercise to prepare for
the worst, and I'm in favor of
that to a certain extent."
Jones is more cautiously optimistic about the possibility of
an enrollment increase.
"Obviously, we certainly hope
so," he said. "Right now, we're
over-enrolled by more than 300
students, and we have to get
the funding to support them.
Given that they're saying even
with carrying the existing
budget forward, there's going
to be a big shortfall, it'll be very
hard to get increases in enrollment.
"I would not dissuade anyone
at this early stage from being
optimistic," he said.
"Certainly we're going aft.er it
with everything we can, and
every chance we get, we point
out that these students want
to come to Central, and we want
the funds to let them."
Jones said if Central received

Police,· pq.rsue sotted speeder
ampus police·
.
were involved in
a high speed
chase Nov. 7 of an
intoxicated man who had
by Mark Eaton _
earlier bragged to friends
that his "big old station ·
..
,
·
wagon could get up and >:'d :; the diiver, who failed aJield
:his car aft.er he drove on the
move," a campus police , . Y:t~·~ sobriety test and later :"i--• • -·:;::,~~ sidewalk along D Street and
report said . .,i_
~;.;;:rt registered a : 12 blood-a1Cohor11.~: hit the ·c~ment steps on the _·
The car was seen going ·~:~·; level. The man told' officers·f'=c?~"',: west side of Hebeler Hall.
west on Eighth Avenue at );:~· he waf drunk,and showing ·. ""-.': Campus police were disabout 50 mph by campus ·~:~·~:.·. off when he. tried to evade t:ft~? · patched, and they gave the
police eastbound,on Eighth, -~ pursuit, the report said. ·.. r ~ man a field sobriety test,
the report said. ' .
. . ' - ~ . The driver was arrested in ' which he failed. Police found
· Campus police pursued the connection with driving while · two empty liquor bottles and
vehicle, which crossed the
intoxicated and reckless driv- an a empty beer can in the
center line several times.
ing, the report said.
car and the man told police
The chase reached speeds of
that he had been drinking at
70 mph, during which the
A man was arrested in
a bar, the report said.
station wagon showed diffi- · connection with driving
The man was arrested after
culty in negotiating turns,
while intoxicated after
registering a .12 bfood alcohol
the report said. The station · driving on a sidewalk and
level, the report said. Damwagon was chased north on hitting the steps of a campus
age to the steps at Hebeler
Cora Street and stopped
building Saturday night, a
was estimated at $200.
aft.er turning west on Raincampus police report said.
ier Street.
'
A State Patrol officer found
A confrontation beCampus police arrested
the man picking up parts of
tween a student and

C

STUFF WE
SCREWED UP
LAST WEEK

enough funding for 350 addi-

tional students, that ·· money ~·
would pay for students already
enrolled.
"We wouldn't have to admit
one more student. They're already here," he said.
Because Central's budget is
"relatively monolithic," cuts
cannot be made in any other
area besides enrollments,
Jones said.
"All our money is directed
toward the instruction of students," he said. "You just can't
pick a department to ax; it
doesn't make sense to talk
about it that way."

•In last week's OBSERVANCE™ editorial, it was
incorrectly stated that
Russell Johansen, BOD
director at large to clubs
and organizations, overruled a BOD decision and
allowed the Residence Hall
Council to continue selling
finals week baskets.
Johansen has no such
power; the BOD overturned its own decision.

CAMPUS COPS

Boost to offset trip costs
From TICKETS I page 1
travel expenses for the teams,
said Frederick. Currently the
athletic department is allotted
a budget of $172,000 with the
stipulation they raise $15,000
through admission prices. This
totals $187 ,000 to be divided
among 18 programs.
"It's cost us a lot of money,"
said Frederick. "I always deduct $25,000 for national
•v,-.1 •
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If your cross-training workout revolves around aerobic
activities, the Reebok® AXTT" is your shoe. This
multi- purpose cross trainer was built on a
running last, but is engineered with
enough lateral support for
court sports. Reebok's Visible
ERS™ System provid~s
~~=::r=:;rr·
stability and shock
absorption for all your
cross training activities.

travel, but it almost always 11 years," he said.
Admission prices at Central
exceeds that.
"In the long run I thought are among the lowest in the
[the raise in price] would save state.
Eastern Washington U niverthe students money. It's less
than (the) cheap night at the sity does not charge at the gate,
but 35 percent of their student
movies."
Frederick said only the stu- fees go to athletics. The Unident prices were raised this versity of Washington and
year because the adult prices Washington State University
both charge more than $2 for
were raised last year.
"There hasn't been a price men's basketball games, said
increase for students in the last Frederick.

There's an IBM PS/2
made for every student body.

• Secondly, the editorial
erroneously stated that the
BOD policy prohibits
competition between clubs.
The policy, in fact, promotes
"creative competition."
The Observer strives for
complete accuracy and
regrets all errors of fact. If
you spot a factual error In
the paper, please notify
The Observer at 963-1073.

representitives from the
Shiller Institute who were
handing out literature on
the Middle East crisis was
contained by campus police,
a report said.
A student filed a complaint
Nov. 6 saying the men from
Shiller Institute became
"verbally aggress:lve" when
he disagreed with their
views on the Middle East
situation, the report said.
Campus police contacted
the two men handing out
leaflets on Walnut Mall and
they said after disagreeing
with a student on the
subject, he threatened them
and said he would "lQll"
them, the report said. The
officers warned the men it
is unlawful to distribute
newspapers or other literature in university buildings
and they complied.
The case was later
dropped by both parties.
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What Can $2 Save You?
WILDCAT
Discount Card
Sponsored by the
Associated Students of
Central Washington University
(CWU students only)

A Wildcat Discount Card can save you
10-25% at participating Ellensburg
- ·businesses.
Get One and Start Saving Today!
· -Cards are available at the
· SUB Information Booth.

UPCOMING MEETINGS
YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

BOD:
November19
SUB 206
2:30 p.m.

CLUB SENATE:
TODAY, November 15

SUB 208

3 P.M.

FUNDS COUNCIL:
November19
· SUB 206
. · 1 p.m.

ASCWU

This is a paid advertisement
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Future unchanged for education students
University officials reassure students it's institutional OK, not NCATE approval,that's important
wondered if transcripts sent
out by the university to prospective employers will now
Education students fearing say "non-accredited" on them,
it will now be near impossible or at least will no longer say
to land a teaching job upon "accredited."
Dr. Jim Pappas, dean of
graduation can relax, said university officials at a campus- admissions, said there is a big
wide forum Nov. 8 in Hebeler difference between institutional and program accreditaauditorium.
The forum was directed at tion.
Nowhere on the transcript
explaining reasons for the
accreditation denial by the Na- does it tell whether the
tional Council for Accredita- student's major program is
tion ofTeacher Education and accredited or not, he said.
at answering questions the de-· · Central, as a whole, remains
nial raised for stud en ts and an accredited university and
the transcripts will say that,
faculty.
The only true benefit of na- he said.
The education department's
tional accreditation, said Dr.
,Jimmie Applegate, dean of option to reapply for NCATE
professional studies, is that it accreditation remains open,
according to officials at the
"reduces anxiety" to have it.
NCATE, after its 10-year forum. They have two years in
examination and campus visit which to reapply.
"Because we believe one way
last spring, informed Central
officials by mail in October it apd because we teach one way,
was denying the 99-year-old we are being rapped by
NCATE," the dean of the Colprogram its approval.
One student in the audience lege of Letters, Arts and Sciby Darla Hill
News editor

ences Don Cummings, said.
Central President Donald
Garrity said Central didn't appeal NCATE's decision because
NCATE doesn't have an appeal procedure. He said it would
have been useless anyway.
"It's like arguing with your
most severe critic," he said. "It
can't be done. We felt (appealing the ruling) would be an
empty gesture on our part."
Nearly every official in attendance at the forum, from the
president to the chair of the
education department, defended Central's teacher education program despite the
accreditation denial.
Central's Vice-President of
Academic Affairs Robert Edington said the . administration was unhappy with the way
NCATE handled the campus
visit last spring. ·
"We objected to the composition of the team, their conduct
while at the university and the
content of the report" they
submitted, he said.

"It's obvious we are angry and
disgusted with (NCATE), but
beating and beating that is self. serving."
He said Central needs to focus on the new "thrusts" the
teacher educatiqn program is
making (namely the five-year
master's program awaiting
approval), to push for the funding requests before the Legis·lature and, finally, to deter-

Keep Dry With

~Lacrosse
Quality Footwear Since

Five Central students traveled to Yakima on election day
to voluntarily work on the
campaign of 15th District state
senator candidate Forrest
Baugher.
Incumbent Irv Newhouse defeatedBaugher Nov. 6.
"It was an effort to get the
experience to work on a campaign," said junior Lorna
Jackson, who was joined by
fellow Board of Director officers David Vinther and Matt

Braden, and students Kathy
Reed and Anne Schwenn.
It was a pivotal race, Jackson
·s aid·.
The visit was also a personal
favor to former Central student and legislative intern
David Schaffert.
Schaffert was hired to manage Baugher's campaign. He
enlisted the student's help in
making phone calls and going
door-to-door to remind people
about election day and encourage them to vote.
''When a good friend has been
campaigningfor seven months,

Lo-Cut Uplander
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full grain leather top
Supple, ozone resistant brown rubber bottom
Generously padded collar
Crepe color outsole and heel
Non-slip design for traction
Steel shank for firm support

in

the least we could do is put
one day," Jackson said.
Although Baugher lost,
Jackson said she had no regrets about campaigning.
''We knew there was a chance
we were working for someone ·
who wasn't guaranteed to win,"
Jackson said. "'l'h~ primaries
showed that, but the experience was worth it."
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Students volunteer campaign time
by J.R. Walker
Staff reporter

mine if Central wants to reapply for accreditation.
"Do we want to be a part of
NCATE?" he asked. He said
Washington is part of an interstate reciprocity compact that
does not require accreditation
from NCATE and there are only
three states in which NCATE
accreditation is required: Arkansas, North Carolina and
Virginia.
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New Portable "Notebook" Laptop from ZDS.
MIN/SPORT HD
• 20 mb 2.5" Hard Drive. {23ms access time)
• 3.5" Floppy Drive
• 1O Mhz 80C88 processor
• Only 6.1 lbs
• Fully MS-DOS compatible

• $1,399.

Contact Campus Rep.

Mike Lindell
at 963-8694
Ask about ZDS Full Line of Laptop Computers.
All Educationally priced.'
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Ribbon stabbed as teacher
prep program nabs fab lab
by Mark Eaton
Staff reporter

The ribbon was cut last Thursday on a new IBM computer
lab for education majors.
The lab was made possible by
a $182,400 grant from the
multinational information
systems giant.
Dr. Dale Lefevre, education
department chair, said he
hopes enough professors will
be trained on the new computer by winter quarter.
IBM has a $25 million grant
program, which includes computers, software and training,
for the nation's colleges and
universities. The software's
programs are aimed at kindergarten through 12th grade.
Lefevre said the new system
will give education majors experience on a system they
might encounter in their future workplace.
Central, one of more than 100
schools receiving a grant this
year, won the grant after replyingto IBM's request for proposals. Lefevre, Dr. Jimmie Applegate, dean of professional
studies, and Dr. Wayne
Klemin, business education
and administrative managment, wrote the proposal.
The lab, located in Black Hall,
has 15 work stations linked
together in a network allowing
students to encounter "all
phases" of actual teaching in a
school system.
With IBM software, all work

Pages

Campus Calendar
Monday, Nov.19:Boeing's ViceE_resident of Human Resources
Fred Bowman will discuss current human resource trends at 6
2_.m. in SUB 103.
Tuesday, Nov. 20: Cathy Caraway Shannon, from Cathy's Blue
Lube, presents "Basic Automotive
Health" at 3 p.m. in the Women's
Resource Center lounge.

Wednesday, Nov. 28:Psychology professor Susan Lonborg
presents "The Dance oflntimacy"
at 3 p.m. in Michaelsen 126.
Thursday, Nov. 29:A local
midwife, Cork;r. Esterly, will discuss "Women s Sexuality and
Reproductive Health" at 3 p.m.
in the Women's Resource Center
lounge.

Do you enjoy writing and
working with people?
Are you interested in working for both
MONEY and CREDIT?
WELL, THE OBSERVER IS THE
PLACE FOR YOU !
Applications are NOW being accepted for the
following positions:
Editor,
News Editor,
Sports Editor,
Scene Editor,
Photo Editor
Copy Edi tors
Photographers,
· · Ch;lstopher Stone/The Observer

Reporters,

I t
Production Manager &
An IBM rep ass s s Morgan Middle School teacher Chuck
Asst. Production Manai?er.
Wahle (seated) With a new computer in the brand new lab.
If interested, write: Observer Advisor Gil Neal,Bouillon Hall 243
stations share data and create and if that training is comAPPL/CATION DEADUNE JS NOVEMBER 21st at 5 p.m.
aM~~m~~~~M~~ ~ted~@~oo~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
of teaching from lesson plans be made available during winto record keeping, saidLefevre. ter quarter, said Lefevre.
''The new teacher has to be
Further plans for the lab intechnology literate," he said. elude integration _into the
''They should be able to use a teacher education program.
computer to integrate with
"Weare in theprocessofmakother technology."
ingchangesin theteachereduIBM is more sophisticated in cation curriculum," Lefevre
the area ofbusiness computers said. "We plan for students to
and is trying to get in areas of get this instruction as juniors,
education in which Apple has so they can use the technology
dominated, he said.
during their senior year to deEighteen Central professors velop curriculum and lesson
will recieve training from IBM, plans.

F

Instructions for Hookup

BE WARM,
AND STAY

COOL

... in your new- -wool pants!

1~

These woolies will provide
indoor warmth for all of
your outdoor activities.

•Hunting
• Ski-boarding/ skiing
•Keeping warm between classes.

tltey
are

rru~rma© 
~~IA\©~»
FOR REQUESTS AND HOOKUP INFORMATION

CALL 963-CDl l

DR. DON A. CHILDRESS
KITTITAS VALLEY CHIROPRACTIC
502 ~.Ruby
Ellensburg, WA 98926
(509) 962-9796

Arnold's

___

~ ,,~,

~~

615 S. Main

925-6181

~hame O~E:.:~=~~S

~ Ellensburg=

Specializing.in
Sports Medicine
Located one block north of Safeway
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Editorial
OBSERVANCE
Central to NCATE:
Yeah? See if I care!
atching officials at Central and the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
do battle is reminiscent of the elementary
"
school playground.
I_ don't like yo"? ~nymore, Central," NCATE proclau~s, rather self-righteously, and pushes him down. Cen~ral, m appropriate retaliation responds: "Oh yeah? Well see
if I care! I don't like you either, NCATE!"
Such ~s life after NCATE's spurning of Central's teacher
educat~on program two weeks ago .
. The_ smgle most overwhelming message coming from the
mteriors of these hallowed halls regarding the denial of
NCATE accreditation is: It doesn't matter.
At a university foru~ last Thursday, the campus biggies
- the deans, the chairs, the provost and even the president
-: staun~hly defended Central's teacher education program
with a hmt of play-it-down urgency.
. The only_thing that would affect Central's graduates is
mappropriate overreaction to the denial, they said.
Less t~an half the nation's schools are NCATE~ccred1ted. Harvard, for goodness sakes, isn't even accredited by them. And what's not good enough for Harvard
certainly isn't good enough for us .
. Dr. J~m~ie Applegate, Central's dean of professional studies,. sa1~ it cost $75,000 to prepare for NCATE's 10-year exammati?n l~st spring. To alter Central''.'s programs per
NCATE swishes and to change the wording of the submitted reports so,NCATE might be satisfied could cost even
more, he said at last week's forum.
Are we all together? Okay Tho~e uni~ersiy higher-ups say the question still
r~m~ms: Will Central reapply for NCATE accreditation
w1thm the two-year limit?
E:rcuse ~s for just a second as we get a little reflective and
ph1~osophical, bu; (pardon us ... ) Why in the heck would we?
Ifit truly doesn t ma~ter, and we believe you, Mr. Dean,
Mr. Provost, Mr. President, when you say it doesn't, why
bother? If the teacher preparation model here at Central is
so diff~rent from NCATE's ideal, and since changing ours to
~t theirs wouldn't be in the best interest of the program and
its graduates, why reapply?
. Why spen_d more than $75,000 just to get a label soundmg ~ood as it rolls from the lips but doing little else in
helpmg our graduates get jobs? Makes as much sense as
letting the two little kids on the playground slug it out to
the death, or.at least until the first maiming.
We a~e~ with Applegate. He said he's a proponent of
~ccredi~a~~on, bu~ consideri~g ::werything he's ready to say
~orget it. Sometimes that isn t the best thing to do. Sometimes there are too many consequences to face. Sometimes
such a step would be a risky one that could lead to the
downfall of the program.
That isn't the case here.
So, M~. We're-Okay-You're-Okay Officials, please do.
Forg~t it. There are better things on this campus to spend
the time and money on.
Our teach~r preparation program should be strong enough
to stand o~ its own two feet. Stand it up and let. it go.
.we f":el hke the playground monitor watching the two
httle kids fight: Now, Central, if you don't want to play with
NCATE,_ nobody's forcing you. Quit pouting and get on with
other things. Go wash up now, recess is over.
~aybe the t~o on the playground were only meant to be
friends for a httle while, not friends for life.

W
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Letters
Substance in
Edclassesa bold concept
It's not surprising to me
Central's teaching program has
joined that elite third of schools
tofailits 10-yearNCATEexam.
I'm bitterly disappointed with
the quality of Ed department
classes, and I believe others
are, too. This summer I decided I didn't want to waste the
rest of my life going nowhere in
the system produced by the
nation's education institutions.
In some cases, I think as
though I've been robbed by
Central. In an Ed 316 class
this summer we had 'dynamic'
lectures on such topics as the
proper use of the chalkboard
the bull~tin board, and mak ~
ing a transparency out of a
used sandwich bag (many of
these taking the full seventyminute session).
I have nothing personal
against my Ed department
instructors. Some of them are
fine people. But we can't allow
these fine people to lead us
down roads going nowhere.
They're perpetuating a downward spiral of incompetence.
What's going to happen when
our children are taking classes
from teachers who, as students
now, seriously take notes on

how to turn that used baggie
into a multi-media presentation?
As Central students, and future school, state and country
leaders, we should be crying
for blood over the state of our
educational institutions. In, competent teachers and programs shouldn't be tolerated.
As students we have the right ·
and responsibility to demand
we receive the best education
possible - after all, it's our
money and tax dollars being
wasted. Worse yet, our futures
are being squandered.
It's no joke our nation's educational system is in serious
trouble. It's up to us to get it
back on track. We shouldn't
wait for someone else to take
the lead. We should set our
own standards and demand
more of ourselves- more than
what 'is expected of us by a
society choosing to accept mediocrity as the norm).
With the Ed department in
trouble, let's take this opportunity to clean it up. We need to
flush the waste out and begin
anew - and not with some
five-year program reducing the
value of a real masters degree.
Hell, we could even get radical
artd demand all Ed classes have
some actual content in them.
What a concept!

Rex Thornton

Some people
misled· during
basket debate
Unfortunately, there is a lot
of misinformation concerning
the RHC/B&E issue. Letters
such as the one from Stephanie Sims in the last issue only
perpetuates the situation and
reveals her ignorance or bias
on the issue. I wish she had
investigated the issue' before
she wrote.
Stephanie incorrectly assumes the B&E only started to
complain when they lost business. Stephanie, as an LGA '
and manager, should have
known negotiations have been
ongoing for almost a year.
Next the Club Senate referendum is discussed. Having
never been to the Club Senate
or a BOD meeting and having
never read the policy, I can
understand why she is misinformed. Club Senate said, in
short, there was no policy concerning fundraisers and therefore no reason to give any decision concerning the issue.
They did agree a policy needed
to be formed and we created a
committee to do so. All policy
decisions made by the Senate
must be approved by the BOD
which had been considering

See LETTERS I page 7
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Okay, okay, I admit it ... it's not much fun

JIM THOMSEN
Editor-in-chief

hat would Mike
Bush have done?
That's a question I often asked
myself last week, perhaps the
most turbulent in my seven
weeks as editor of The
Observer.
More and more, I have to
deal with being a "public
figure" - a stature I never

W

From LETTERS I page 6
various policies prior to the
Senate vote.
,
With this in mind, I moved
the BOD create a policy which
Club Senate defined and issued guidelines for. This occurred and the Club Senate
approved the policy with over
90 percent consensus. RHC
was very active in this committee. The policy specifically
supports competition, raffies
and bake sales.
The BOD is not protecting its
favorite club. This policy protects the RHC's monopoly on
the pop machines and tne
Freshman Record. Dave
Vinther represents student
living (RHC) and as Director
to Clubs and Organizations I
represent both groups. Both
sides asked me to take their
side. I declined. I abstained in
the vote, which gave rise to
this controversy. I pressed for
a policy with maximum input
from the Club Senate. We preferred to help students learn
to create rather than copy.

aspired to, didn't anticipate
and don't know how to
handle gracefully.
Unlike Mr. Bush, who
seemed to enjoy the disparate
attention he received during
his long and colorful tenure
as The Observer's editorcolumnist, I'd rather just be
left alone.
Now I feel a lot more sympathy for those of you who,
by fate or contrivance, have
been thrust into the harsh
glare of the public spotlight.
By journalistic definition, the lives of such people
are ripe for the most obnoxious sort of exploitation.
For example, in a recent
edition of a daily newspaper,
I noticed the lead story was

about the father of a man
who was sentenced to prison
for check forgery. Why was
the father in the news?
Because he had been a
murder suspect (later
cleared)- in 1974. He was a
"public figure" - so the
reasoning goes - therefore
readers were theoretically
interested in what he's been
doing since. Scary.
l've been told many
times The Observer
editor is the single most
influentual student on
campus - because he or she
decides what everyone else
on campus gets to know, so
the reasoning goes. People
supposedly want to know
about me.

Well, lately people have
been getting to know me a
whole lot more than they
waqt to. In the past week,
I've been yelled at, asked out,
criminally cited (want to
come to court with me next
week?), threatened with a
lawsuit and dumped on in
just about every way imaginable. I've been asked to perform anatomically challenging acts upon myself. Everywhere, it seemed, people
wanted a piece of me - put
this in the paper, keep this
out, who the hell do you
think you are? etc. etc.
I don't expect your sympa thy - especially if you
believe The Observer has
done you wrong this quarter.

I'm saying those of you in
similar positions have mine.
All I really wanted to do
was put out a nice-looking
paper and deal solely with
the technical aspects of
journalism and production.
Maybe I'm pretty naive, or
stupid, or both.
But I'm going to deal with it
with as much grace as I can
fake and keep at it. I don't
imagine that's good news to
those of you who have been
made public figures by The
Observer, but, well, I'm told
it beats working for a living.
Sometimes the spotlight
is fun, but geez, it sure is
blinding. Maybe that's why
Mike started wearing those
funny glasses last year.

Al-Monty LGA
backs asbestos
abatement

I know Housing is doing all it
can to rid residence halls of
asbestos. It's a costly and timeconsuming removal process
being handled in a manner to
prevent a dramatic increase in
student room and board fees,
or present a threat to residents'
safety.
I support Housing for their
safety precautions until all

asbestos is removed.
The attitude suggested by the
newspaper is not, or was not,
my attitude at the given time.

Texas to California before
choosing Central's flight tech
program. The flight costs were
clearly stated to me by Dr.
Envick at, depending on a
person's own progress, around
$8,000. The prices from the
I would like to expand and
other schools were about the clarify my quote in the Nov. 8
same, if not more, for the same issue of The Observer dealing
level of certification.
with the Al-Monty asbestos
Perhaps with the proper re- situation.
search into all the different
flying schools the "sticker ]'
shock" to these "unsuspecting''
students wouldn't be so great. 1

,,

Darin Doerflinger

Letter writers: Bring or send
typed letters with phone
numbers to The Observer,
Bouillon 227.

,,
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Editorial may ]
begin 'process
of acceptance' ]

I have attended Central for
nearly four years, and have, in ]
that time, written letters to
the editor regarding certain ·
articles or attitudes in The ~
Observer I found offensive.
Now it's time for some praise. ·
The editorial in the Nov. 1 ]
issue regarding the Gay and
Lesbian issue on this campus Russell Johansen
was excellent and effectively
Director at Large, Representative to Clubs and Or- written. I am so happy to see ]
that perhaps attitudes on this
ganizations
campus are finally changing. I
hope everyone takes your sug- ]
gestions to heart, or at least
thinks about what was said.
Everyone, regardless of their ]
sex, color, race, physical disability, religion (or lack ofit) or I
I've read your article on sexual orientation, deserves to
]
Midstate Aviation and looked be treated with respect.
We can't change others or
at David Zimmerman's comic
strip. The impression I'm get- make them "go away" because
ting from The Observer is that of our own biases or prejudices. ]
Midstate is trying to bilk every We can accept others. Your
unsuspecting flight tech stu- editorial went a long way in
dent who comes along. What I beginning this process of ac- ]
don't understand is this: If ceptance.
Again, thank you for a fine
Midstate prices are so high,
and touching editorial.
why join in the first place?
I checked out flying schools
from Florida to Missouri to Darcy Mcinnis

Criticisms of
Midstate costs
not justified

I

.
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Get
Serious.

November
28, 29 & 30
in the
CWU SUB

When you need to make a serious impression,
you need to look great on paper. We have the highest
quality full-color or black & white copies, laser output and
full typesetting services. Need to get serious? See us!

3rd & Main

Justin Tomola

(509) 925-1234
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Scene
From. 'Cats to Kings
Dean Nicholson still shining after Central scandal
by Monica Schuchard
Staff reporter

AKIMA-The scene
is a familiar one:
Coach Dean
Nicholson, dressed in
black sweats and wearing a
whistle around his neck,
stands on the sidelines of a
basketball court .
Nicholson is back on the
court as the coach of the
Continental Basketball
Association's new Yakima
SunKings.
The SunKings, formerly the
Topeka Sizzlers, moved to
Yakima this year.
Nicholson was approached
with the position after
resigning from Central in a
player-payment scandal last
year.
His resignation ended a
record-shattering 26-year
teaching and coaching career
at Central.
On advice of Jim Scoggins,
Yakima Herald-Republic
sports editor, Nicholson
spoke with SunKings owner
Bob Wilson about his availa'bility.
Shortly afterwards,

Y

Nicholson met with general
He added, "It's hard to cut
manager Brooks Ellison to
anyone, but it was particudiscuss the position.
larly hard with Jim because I
"It all happened very
think the world ofhim."
quickly," said Nicholson.
Nicholson said he has not
Nicholson said the move
had time to follow events at
from college to professional
Central but he still has good
basketball has been a learnfriends at the school and in
ing experience for him as well Ellensburg.
as for the players.
"I've been so darn busy with
"My biggest job as a coach
this, I haven't had a lot of
has been to teach our young
chances to stay in tune too
players exactly what they can
closely," he said. "But a big
do and where they have to
piece of my heart is still
be," he said.
there."
He added, ''There's a lot of
Nicholson said one of the
little intricacies there that
best aspects of coaching they're still learning about
college or professional - is
and I'm still leaming about."
the relationships he develops
Nicholson said the toughest
with his players.
change for him has been
"That is one of the enjoyable
cutting players to fit the
features of coaching - to
roster limits imposed by the
establish a player-coach
CBA.
relationship," he said. "I had
"(Roster limits) have been
a lot of great relationships
the biggest problem and
. from all my teams at Central
headache the last week," he
and it's no different (with the
said. ·
SunKings)."
Nicholson is pleased with
The recent cut of former
Central player Jim Toole was
his team and is optimistic
particularly difficult for
about their performance this
Nicholson.
season.
"He played great," he said.
'We've got some outstand"He just got caught with the
ing talent, so I think we're
going to have a heck of a
numbers."

Photo courtesy of University Relations

Former Central basketball coach Dean Nicholson.

team," he said.
Nicholson wants people to
know that he is "alive and
well and really enjoying life."
If his debut last Friday is
any indication, Nicholson will
be doing very well.
The SunKings won over the

Sioux Falls Skyforce of South
Dakota, 111- 103 at home.
"I'm having a lot of fun with
the SunKings," Nicholson
said.
Nicholson and the SunKings
plan to host a "Central _
Night" later in the season.

There's no business like sew business
by Samantha Swain
Staff reporter

ook out Oscar De La
Renta, Brendon C.
Kensel is hot on your
tail!
With a major in fashion design and a minor in retail
management, the 20-year-old
junior from Fresno, Calif. has
more than just his foot in the
door of fashion merchandizing.
Kensel is now in his third
year at Central and plans to
attend The Fashion Institute
of Design and Merchandizing
in Los Angeles after he
graduates.
In the meantime,Kensel expresses his creative talents in
fashion through his business
called Skee-Dat Garments,
which he established the
summer before his junior
year at Central.
Kensel attended Meadowdale High School in Edmonds. While there, he was
the newspaper's editor for
two years and the managing
editor for the school magazine.
"I liked the graphic design,"
said Kensel.
Kensel's involvement with
the business of fashion merchandizing goes back to when
he was 16.
"When I was in high school I
drew up a T-shirt line called
Skee-Dat," Kensel said. "I
had also designed business
cards and letter heads. I
started doing that when I
was 16. I have always been
interested in graphics forT-

"I am more of a
creative person
than a pencil
pusher"

L

- Brendon Kensel

Tracey EagerfThe Observer

Clothing designer Brendon Kensel at his Skee-Dat office In Student VIiiage.

shirts."
Kensel also designed ads for
Bartell Drugs and Safeway.
He started at 16 and continued until he was 19.
"I just approached the managers and they let me do it,"
said Kensel.
Kensel is interested in all
aspects of fashion. His
talents include designing and
sewing garments and marketing them. Some of
Kensel's products can be
purchased at Mountain High
Sports in Ellensburg and UDa wg in the University
District of Seattle.
His area of design right now

is sportswear for men and
women but he hopes to
graduate to designing evening gowns.
"If you look at men's clothing it doesn't sell well. It's
much more satisfying to me if
I design a female line that
will sell well ," said Kense1.
"I am more of a creative person than a pencil pusher,"
Kensel said. "I want to design
the clothes and manufacture
them."
Kensel has spent a lot of
time establishing connections
in the industry. The summer
before his junior year at
Central he commuted to

difficult to work into the rigorous schedule of college but
Kensel has proven it possible.
He works out of his "office" in
his Student Villiage apartment. Those interested can
come to his office and see
what clothing he has to offer
or go to Mountain High
Sports in downtown
Ellensburg where his line has
been available for the last
few weeks.
Kensel also puts a lot of
time into extracurricular
activities at Central. He is an
active member of The Student Association of Fashion
Designers and The Fashion
Merchandizing Club. He is
also in his second year of
competition on the track
team.
"I'm a competitive person,"
said Kensel.
Fashion is a highly competitive field. "You can be in and
out, chewed up and spit out
before you even know it," said
Kensel. "If nothing sells
you're in trouble. But because
I have the proper network I
can get a lot accomplished."
The competitiveness weighs
heavily on ideas. They are in

Seattle from Edmonds every
day. Each day he would go to
wholesale shops and learn
what it would take to produce
a line of clothing.
In addition to his line of
clothing available now, which
includes mock turtlenecks,
casual style sweatshirts, and
designer T-shirts, Kensel is
working on a line for fall
1991.
"I will be showing them in
March at the trade center,"
said Kensel. "I am working
on a spring of '92 collection
also."
The amount of work that is
See KENSEL I
required to run a business is

pg. 10
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New play opens in earnest this weekend
by Samantha Swain
Staff reporter

Central's high enrollment
problem, although frustrating
for some, delights Central
· drama professor J arnes Hawkins.
Hawkins, the director of the
fall play The Importance Of
Being Earnest, by Oscar
Wilde, appreciated the diverse
group of people who took part
in the auditions.
"It is an excellent cast,"
Hawkins said.
There will be some new faces
this fall along with veteran
drama students.
The cast includes: Elise Brinson, Danielle Cherry, Gina
Franchini, Greg Goessrnan,
Peter Gries, Kirn Herron, Tina
Jones, Mathew Millikan, Alan
Peet, Monica Scriven, Chip
Simmons and Sean White.
The cast will have a challenge
with costuming, hair and
make-up.
The play takes place the past,
Photo courtesy of University Relations
so accuracy is important to give
Monica Scriven prepares for her role as Gwendolyn Fairfax the production authenticity.
with the help of Phil Signorelli's make-up techniques.
Six months of consulting
-

-

-

------------

There is a lot that goes into
adapting a play for a particular time.
Newly appointed costume
designer Phil Signorelli said
about Hawkins' decision: "It
was his idea to pick the period.
among the costumer, set de- It's nice to do something
signer and director prior to the slightly different with the play.
cast decisions should help the When you translate any period
from the past with modern
play's success.
The theme of the play alone actors there is a challenge."
should bring laughter and Meetingthe challenges should
be no problem for Signorelli.
knowing smiles.
"His work will really show
"It's a comedy of manners,"
Hawkins said. "It doesn't seek through," Hawkins said.
out any sociological truths. It ''There has been a lot of study
in authenticity and details of
is a farce."
Playwright Oscar Wilde once the garments."
Along with its authentic cosdescribed the play as "a foolish
play for serious people." Hawk- tumes, hair designs and versains looks at it as a play about tile set, the play will be performed in the round, a techconfusion.
''There have been comic plots nique not often seen in Tower
for centuries about the rich Theatre.
"In the round" means the
going to the country and the
poor going to the city," Hawk- audience seating completely
ins said. "It's the country mouse surrounds the stage and there
and the city mouse escapade." is no permanent backdrop.
Performances for The ImThe play was originally set in
portance of Being Earnest
1895.
Hawkins chose to adapt it to are Nov. 16, 17, 29, 30, and
the beginning of the 1930s. Dec. 1.

"It's the country
mouse and the city
mouse escapade."
- James Hawkins

What's Happening (In Entertainment. .. )
In Music... at Hertz Hall
•Nov. 16, 17, 18 All Day
Washington State
Piano Competition
Bonalyn Bricker-Smith,
Coordinator
•Nov. 18, 4 p.m.
Joint Recital:
Heather C. Blair, MezzoSoprano I Caryl Puett,
Soprano
•Nov. 20, 8 p.m.
Central Symphony
Daniel Baldwin, Conductor

In Drama... at Tower Theatre
•Nov. 16, 17,29,30 & Dec. 1
at 8 p.m. The Importance of
Being Earnest by
Oscar Wilde
Tickets: $4 gen. I $3 student
In Film...CLASSIC FILM
SERIES at McConnell, 7 p.m.
•Nov. 18.

Black Orpheus
•Nov. 25.

Cinema Paradiso
Tickets: $2.50 at door

•Nov. 26, 8 p.m.
Guest Recital:
Allan Fuller, Piano

In Art... at Randall Hall's
Sarah Spurgeon Art Gallery

•Nov. 27, 8 p.m.
Community Chorus Concert

tAMERKAN
~8

•Through Nov. 21- Book Art
by Jim Koss & Kate Leonard
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QUIT TIPS
Hide all ashtrays, matches, etc.
Lay in a supply of sugarless
gum, carrot sticks, etc.
Drink lots of liquids, but pass
up coffee & alcohol.
Tell everyone you're quitting
for the day.
When the urge to smoke hits,
take a deep breath, hold it for
10 seconds, & release it
slowly.
Exercise to relieve the tension.
Try the "buddy system," and
ask a friend to quit too.
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Open 9:30-5:30
Monday thru Saturday
12-4 Sundays
204 E.4th
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November Art:
drawings by

- Elizabeth Otto
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IT'S YOU,

OUR CUSTOMERS,

& BEST SELLERS.

C~ WE ALSO CARRY A
~

~

)

SELECTION OF

PAPERBACKS
~

-

~
c;hai-. .

~

~..-..:.....-.. . :__. ~

·C .. ~:

GREAT INVENTORY

sa
.........
_.--,

OF SCHOOL AND ART
FORT
MAC
ARMY SURPLUS
Long johns

SUPPLIES JUST FOR YOU!
c:=::=::l Wool

from

$495

$~5
Thinsulate-Lined

save $1°0
413 N. Main

Gloves

$1195
Open 9-6 M-F, 9-5 Sat.

962-3587

THANKS AGAIN FOR BEING

OUR CUSTOMERS. THANKS

AGAIN FOR BEING YOU!

Thuraday,November15;1990
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Hot spots to rock

111111111

the winding staircase and
bricks."
Torgeson plays in the lower
level which is an open, spacious area - great for dancing
or just moving around.
In fact, playing music for listening and dancing is "taking
perfect advantage ofthe space,"
according to Torgeson.
Adeline's presents live music
downstairs also, primarily on
Saturday nights to give
Torgeson "a night off."
"I really like what I am doing,"
said Torgeson, "and I hope
GINA ZUKOSKI
people will stay interested."
Staff Reporter
You can listen or dance to
Brad's
music Wednesday and
Adelines's, located at 315 N.
Main, now features a vari- Friday nights.
On a different note, what a
egated array ofrecorded music
great
party at The New Mint a
on Wednesday and Friday
week ago Wednesday. If numnights.
Who's responsible for this? bers are any indication, the
Meet Brad Torgeson, a Cen- evening was smashingly suctral junior majoring in public cessful - it appeared that the
entire town was there! Conrelations.
Torgeson, 22, plays tunes gratulations to both The Difrom his collection ofmore than vining Rods and Lunar Eclipse
350 compact discs to an atten- for excellent musical performtive and sizeable college audi- ances.
For the campus-cultured
Christopher Stone!The Observer
ence.
Expressing personal frustra- there is a variety of entertain- Brad Torgeson spins tunes for Wednesday and Friday night
tion with the bar/tavern music ment opportunities during the crowds at Adeline's Underground.
scene, he now entertains people next two weeks.
On campus this Friday night
who "appreciate music they
don't often hear," said at 7 p.m., ASCWU, RHC, and
DAPPER sponsor Harry B's In
Torgeson.
Initially approached by The Ballroom. According to
Adeline's owner Gary Hages, Luke Papineau, Student AcTorgeson agreed to share his tivities performing arts coordi"social love ofmusic,"his broad nator, this event will feature
CD collection, and his expan- comedian Mike Murphy, al~
ways a favorite at Central. Fursive PA system with others.
thermore,
the SUB Ballroom
"I have been buying CDs for
will
have
nightclub-type
seatfour or five years," said
Torgeson. "It's definitely a ing, food and drinks. Best of
all, it's free, thanks to your
hobby now."
friendly
folks from the aforeHis collection includes "lots
of blues .. Jots of '60s and '70s mentioned organizations.
In the SUB Pit next Wednesrock 'n' roll," he said. A
Torgeson set might include day, Black Thome Renegade
Jimi Hendrix, Led Zeppelin, will perform their acoustic
Stevie Ray Vaughan and Lenny country and blues at noon.
And finally, Papa John's enKravitz.
tertainment
in the SUB Pit
Adding to the distinctiveness
will
not
happen
this Nov. 22,
ofthe music is Adeline's unique
but will resume on Nov." 28
structure.
Said Torgeson, "The building with a presentation of Christecause it does. Smart investors
growth through dividends. CREF's
itselfhasalotofcharacterwith mas music at 8 p.m.
know that your future depends on variable annuity offers opportunities

Central student
spins old hits
at Adeline's

HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT.

Linder Chiropractic Center
Located next to campus
1011 N. Alder
962 - 2570

Dr. Myron
Linder

Dr. Sandy
Linder

Dr. Maynard
Linder

e Sound Health Preferred Provider.
e Emergency calls and Saturday appointments available.
e Largest Chiropractic Center in Kittitas County.

EARN 3-15 CREDITS
BEAN
ASSISTANT
TO THE
DIRECTOR OF
GOVERNMENTAL
AND CORPORATE
RELATIONS/ 11

as an Intern

. Contact the Pres1dents Off lee

*Open to all stude.nts

B

how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.

for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essential to sound retirement planning:

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.

CALL 1-800-842-2776
ID FIND OUT MORE

Security-so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so
you'll have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity-to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET
WITH TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantees
your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional

*Open to all majors

The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account*
The CREF Social Choice Account*

Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.

Experience. Performance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. sm

* The CREF Bond Market and Social Choice Accounts may not be available under all institutional retirement plans, but are

*F1exible Hours

available for all Supplemental Retirement Annuity plans.

For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, ext 5509 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
Bou1 llon 208H 963-2111
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Sports
'Cats host Greenville (Ill.) in playoff
-by Phil Hoffman
Sports editor

Central's No. 1-ranked football team will open the NAIA
Division 2 playoffs this weekend on a high note after crushing the Wolves of Western
Oregon State College, 55-10,
on Saturday.
The win ran Central's unbeaten streak to 31 games,
including 30 wins and one tie,
and marked the first time a
Central team finished the regular season ranked No. 1.
Central has been ranked No.
1 for seven consecutive weeks
and received 18 of 19 possible
first-place votes.
Central will host a first-round
playoff game Saturday against
Greenville, Ill., which was
ranked 13th in the final NAIA
poll with an 8-1 record.
The game will be at 12 p.m.
Saturday to accommodate fans
wanting to watch the Washington-Washington State
Apple Cup game which starts
at 3:30 p.m.

FOOTBALL
-·------

-------~

/~; T~~~is

Next: hosts Greenville, Ill.
Radio: KXLE-AM 1240
It was thought that Central
would possibly face Pacific
Lutheran at Tacoma in the first
round, but Central Athletic
Director Gary Frederick said
the decision came down to
"academic reasons," not financial reasons~
The potential Central-FLU
matchup would have been
played this Monday, preceding
the Thanksgiving holiday, at

the Tacoma Dome.
"It would have been a late
night with kids coming across
the pass," Frederick said.
''There's a large number ofkids
who have to be back for those
next two days of classes."
Frederick said Central's bid
·to host a potential second- .
round game was to be submitted by tomorrow.
''You have to guarantee a
certain amount of money,"
Frederick said, "so it's kind ofa
gamble."
Frederick said it's possible a
Central-FLU matchup could
surface in the second round
because in essence, Central is
playing the No. 2 team from
Greenville's league and PLU is
playing the No.. 1 team from
the same league (Concordia,
Wis.).
Central first hosted NAIA
playoff games last year.
The games, Nov. 18 against
Lewis and Clark State and Nov.
25 against Dickinson State,
were marginal money makers.
The university pledged
$15, 000 toward the two games.

After losing$3,000 in the Lewis
and Clark match, attendance
picked up the following week
and Central finished about
$6,000 ahead. The total revenue included the school's investmentin a third-round playoff game Dec. 2 in Puyallup
against . eventual national
champion Westminster College
(Pa.).
Last week, Central quarterback Terry Karg was a oneman wrecking crew against the
Wolves.
Karg completed 15-of-19
passes for 256 yards and two
touchdowns, and also led
Central's ground attack with
75 yards, including a 13-yard
TD run.
Karg, who earned the Mt.
Rainier Player-of-the-Week
honor despite coming out of the
game early in the third quarter, threw touchdown passes of
62 and 41 yards to Tyson Raley
and Kenny Thompson respectively.
·
Thompson also added two
second-'q uarter touchdown
runs of nine and five yards as

Central raced out to 34-3
halftime lead.
With the game in control, it
allowed Coach Mike Dunbar to
give his reserve players a
chance to show how much they
deserve to play.
Central added on two touchdowns_in the fourth quarter on
Joey McCanna's seven-yard
touchdown run and Beau
Baldwin's one-yard run.
Raley, the standout freshman
from Brush Prairie, was held
to 22 yards on only one carry,
but picked up the slack by
catching six passes for 122
yards.
Central clicked on all cylinders as the offense played turnover-free football and rolled up
more than 500 yards of total
offense, and the defense picked
off four passes and recovered a
fumble.
Central's Ron Sparks, who
kicked field goals of 32 and 33
yards, tied Central's singleseason record of 11.
Sparks shares the record with
Craig Warmenhoven, who also
kicked 11 field goals in 1984.

Men's hoop squad
Peppers alumni team
by Phil Hoffman
Sports editor

Central's Chris Westby stretches for the rebound as
alumnus Bill Durham gives chase.

Russ Burtner/The Observer

Central's men's basketball
team showed Saturday its
going to be capable of scoring a
lot of points this season.
Central rode the hot hand of
Jason Pepper, who scored a
team-high 25 points on 12-of20 shooting, and guard Brian
Link, who scored 19 points and
dished out eight assists in
trouncing the Central Alumni
113-82 last Saturday night.
Link, a returning veteran
from last year's squad, came
off the bench to connect on
. seven of eight shots, record
three steals and grab four rebounds
Jason Pederson scored 15
points and Jason Eckert and
Norm Calhoun had 14 and 10
points respectively.
Eckert, who set a Central
single-game record last season
with eight three-pointers, connected on four of eight treys in
his first action of the young
season.
Otto Pijpker played a strong
game in the pivot for Central.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Pijpker, a 6-9 sophomore from
Holland, scored nine points and
pulled down a team-high 12
rebounds.
Central used its 55-percent
first-half shooting display to
race out to a 54-36 halftime
lead it never relinquished.
Central connected on half of
its three-point attempts, while
the alumni struggled in committing 23 turnovers and shooting only 33-percent from the
field.
Former Central All-American
guard Jim Toole, who was one
ofthefinal cuts by the Yakima
Sun Kings earlier last week,
scored a game-high 27 points.
Dave Biwer added 21 points
and 14reboundsforthealumni,
and Chris Evenson scored 13
points and pulled down 10 rebounds.
Central will hit the road today for a game against Montana Tech and will play at
Western Montana on Saturday.
Central will round out its road
swing on Sunday when they
play at Carroll College.

Women's team 'good' in alumni game victory
Three players score in double figures; Whitworth Invitational begins tomorrow
by Phil Hoffman
Sports editor

Even though it doesn't count
on the record, Central's
women's .basketball team
posted an impressive 98-75
victory on Saturday against the
Central Alumni.
"It was good to play against
somebody besides ourselves,"
said Central_ coach Gary

''We could
be a pretty good
team."
- Gary Frederick
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Frederick. "It was a good game
for us."

Sherrie Barlow led Central
with 16 points and 12 rebounds,
and Stacey Gordon scored 13
points and pulled down nine
rebounds.
"She's a very strong, young
lady," said Frederick of Barlow, who connected on 7-of-16
shots from the floor.
. Jennifer Eastburn scored 12
pointsforCentral,CareyJames
added 11, and Heidi Trepanier

pulled down 11 rebounds.
"It was a good chance to get
work in a game situation with
live officials," Frederick said.
Frederick said with Central's
much improved inside game
from last season is a big reason
for optimism.
"We could be a pretty good
team," Frederick said of his
team, which suited up 13 players for the game and included

only one freshman.
Linda Loughery led the
alumni with 16 points and nine
rebounds, while Nikki Pusey
had 13 points and six rebounds.
Central will travel to Spokane
tomorrow to play in the Whitworth College Invitational
against Lewis-Clark State.
Central will play either Whitworth or Carroll College on
Saturday.
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STATISTICS PAGE
Football (9-0, 7-0 leagu·e)
Central Washington 55, Western Oregon 10
Nov. 10, 1990
at Western Oregon
Central Washington
14
20
7
14-55
7-10
wosc
3
0
0
CWU - Thompson 41 pass from Karg (Sparks kick)
WOSC - Jakob Lund 39 FG
CWU - Karg 13 run (Sparks kick)
CWU - Thompson 9 run (Sparks kick)
CWU - Thompson 5 run (Sparks kick}
CWU - Sparks 33 FG
CWU - Sparks 32 FG
CWU - Raley 62 pass from Karg (Sparks kick)
CWU - Joey Mccanna 7 run (Sparks kick)
CWU - Beau Baldwin 1 run (Sparks kick)
WOSC - Hyde 2 run (Lund kick)

Volle~ball

NAIA DIV. 2 NATIONAL
FOOTBALL RANKINGS
Rank
Team
1 CENTRAL WASHINGTON
2
Tarleton State, TX
Westminster,PA
3
4
Wisconsin-La Crosse
Peru State, NE
5
LAST WEEK'S Cf A SCORES

cwu

First downs
12
23
Rushes - yards
42-103
37-194
Passing yards
111
316
Comp-Att-lnt
13-27-4
19-32
Penalties
12-105
14-113
Fumbles - lost
1-0
1-1
Time of possession
25:51
34:09
RUSHING-Central: Thompson 8-46, Raley 1-21, Karg 7-75.
Mccanna 15-47. WOSC: Hyde 22-65, Knothe 9-30.
PASSING-Central: Karg 15-19-256, Stradley3-12-38, Baldwin
1-1-22. WOSC: Carroll 13-26-111, Cunningham 0-1-0.
RECEIVING - Central: Boles 2-25, Atterberry 2-20, Raley 6122, Thompson 4-94.
Att. -1,883
CENTRAi
FOOTBALi
SEASON STATISTICS
OFFENSE
Rushing
Raley
Thompson
Karg
Mccanna
Heggenes
Peyser
Sanders
Stradley
Passing
Karg
Stradley
Baldwin

Heeeee'S ............. Back
Lets Party with

Mike Murphy
Comedian Musician

DEFENSE

Car. Yards
139
671
124
610
171
98
16
49
47
8
16
37
10
3
17
10
Comps
105
11
1

Receiving
Boles
Atterberry
Raley
Gallaher
Collins
Thompson
Guy
Heggenes

Yds
1560
90
22

No.
26
26
21
13
13
8
4
2

Scoring
Sparks
Thompson
Raley
Boles
Atterberry
Karg
Baldwin
Mccanna

Yards
411
336
312
227
161
114
65
13
Points
66
60
48
30
24
24
6
6

Punting
Stradley
Fischlin

No.
60
1

Kick Scoring
Sparks

PAT
FG
33/33 11/18

Tackles
Ross
McKenzie
Olson
Fengler
Mattson
Yonts
Mitchell
Gannon
Minnix
Hoyman
Wyrsch
Andrews
Clark
Hepper
Scherffius
Shoup

· . . . /" N
· .,)\· .· · ·. · . H·· · · .
Fll',I j'i' ,~f ~HH1 ~j '~ ¥'!:'

No.
85
71
52
50
48
44
41

No . .
12
15
2

·•

No.
9
5
3
2

Yds.
202
60
36
29

;11'

't

.

37

29

Nightclub Atmosphere by "Harry B's"

24
24
22
18
16
13

Interceptions
Clark
Mattson
Fischlin
Ross
Mitchell

Sample some Mixologies at the BACCHUS Bar!
This is a FREE event. That's right....
NO COVER CHARGE, DUDE!
Friday, November 16
SUB Ballroom

No.
6
.4
2
2
2

7:00 pm

FREE
Sponsored by D.A.P.P.E.R. and RHC.

• •I _,__.

I

SALE

HURRY.... SALE ENDS FRI. DEC. 7th...
. GOOD!
-

REG.

KE-2535

KE-3737

~

.

-

l I -

)

,

Kick Returns
Raley
Clark
Thompson
Scherffius

1

39

Avg.
36.7
39.0

Yds.
175
105
46

,·····>i;_/;

<>·1>)?··········· .

=-=.
-.:-

Pl!'\.!

" •

§

1nnn

;

11_11_1

.,.,.~.,•l•::i

.
l

'

I

--...--. • .....,,_..

'

KE-4959

.......

--

)1•111'-llP

REG.

ONLY

&Iii

$229.95

s1791s

OILY

BETTER!
Punt Returns
Chamberlain
Atterberry
Mitchell

CENTRAL VOLLEYBALL SEASON STATISTICS
Player
Kills
Assists
Aces Digs
Blocks
Bardwell
332
21
24
409
49
Burke
4
0
3
63
0
Carroll
85
5
1
50
26
72
1531
Hiebert
22
44
363
Huff
49
12
60
59
38
Jones
179
4
92
9
92
Leidecker
0
6
2
0
0
Moore . ,
367
13
19
454
31
Nelson
1
6
11
266
0
Nueneker
133
11
5
124
18
Norris
4
119
3
9
3
Ozanich
54
2
14
0
0
Pepper
153
9
3
109
49
Torgeson
345
52
20
421
59
Wingerter
187
14
23
222
131

Central 55 WOSC 1O
PLU 35 Simon Fraser 6
.SOSC 66 EOSC 38
Linfield 28 Western Wash. 21
Lewis-Clark 57 Willamette 23
Pacific 15 Oregon Tech 14
Whitworth 27 UPS 21

wosc

{34-12}

·

$349.95

$23 J95

"INSTALLATION AVAILABLE"

Dean
.

fS

$279. 95

s19995

REG.

OILY

1/2 PRICE SPEAKERS!

6.5 inch 60 WATT SPEAKERS
Reg. $69.95
only
pair

417 North Pearl ST.

$49

925-1828

RADIO & TELEVISION; INC.
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Raley rocks opponents
by Tami Schrank
Contributing reporter

Last spring, football talk in
Ellensburg included rumors
about 5-11, 207-pound Eastern Washington University
transfer running back J(enny
Thompson. This fall, the talk
includes the "other" running
back - you know, the little
one.
It was not widely known that
Tyson Raley, a 5-9, 175-pound
redshirt freshman from Portland State would be playing for
Central this season until he
had an outstanding performance in the annual intrasquad
game.
Raley, however, has proved
to be a nice surprise as he and
Thompson have made Central
theNo.2 rushing offense in the
Columbia Football Association.
The tailback is also a receiver
and returns kickoffs for Central. In the CFA, he is ranked
eighth in rushing, seventh in
kickoff returns and sixth in allpurpose running.
The freshman had 191 allpurpose yards two weeks ago
in Central's 27-13 win over
Whitworth, including 57 on 18
rushes, 62 on three receptions
and 72 on three kickoffs.
"He is an outstanding allpurpose back," Central CoachMike Dunbar said. "He's an
excellent runner and receiver
and he can also block."
There were many factors in. valved in Raley's decision to
leave Portland State, where he
was on a full-ride scholarship.
Although he did not like the
city and wanted to get a little
further away from his home
near Vancouver, these were
minor factors in his decision to
leave the NCAA Division. 2

Tyson Raley

school.
A deciding factor in Raley's
changing schools was the overall atmosphere.
"I wanted to go somewhere
and have some fun," Raley said.
"I just wasn't having any fun at
Portland State."
Getting along well with his
teammates is important to
Raley.
"I don't care about being a
star or even how much I play,
as long as I like the guys I'm
playing with," Raley said.
Although he is now happy
with his choice, Raley does not
know why he came to Central.
"I didn't even know they were
ranked," Raley said.
Although Raley has found a
bit of stardom in only his first
year of eligibility, it does not
seem to be going to his head .
"I'm lucky to be able to play as
a freshman," Raley said. "Already being experienced at a
young age will contribute to
my three years ahead."
Raley said he also appreciates having Thompson as an

r--------------------~
IThe LIBERTY I
MOVIE INFO 925-9511
*

.

3:00 Matinees
· N'19 ht
- T ues d ay Bargam
- Student & Senior Discounts

ROCKY
.
FRI,
MON-THURS
1:15, 9:15

5
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NAIA passes over Central
for postseason selection

by Phil Hoffman
equal conterpart.
N eh., and Southwestern Texas.
"Kenny and I are like one Sports editor
"From what I understand, we
person," Raley said.
were right in the middle of it,"
Raley and Thompson both
Central's women's volleyball Pearson said. "I can't explain
play the same position, but team had its postseason aspi- why we didn't make it."
Raley is listed as the tailback rations shot down last weekPearson said Central may
and Thompson the fullback. end when the NAIA's volley- have played too grueling a
Raley usually plays tailback, ball committee picked the final schedule, but he was quick to
and when Thompson comes in four at-large berths for the point out that he schedules all
at tailback, Raley moves to a national tournament.
of Central's games.
receiver position.
Central volleyball coach John
"We had a tough schedule,"
"We have two of the best backs Pearson lobbied the NAIA Pearson said, "but I prefer to
in the league," said Central committee by sending them play a tough schedule."
running back coach Frank letters, informing them of
Central finished the season
Mataya.
Central's schedule strength, with 34-12 record, but three of
Graduating from Prairie High regular-season record and dis- the losses were to the U niverSchool in 1989, Raley lettered trict strength.
sity of British Columbia, which
three years in football, two
Pearson said the committee hasn't lost to an American
years in basketball and track, met Saturday night after the school in nearly three years.
and one year in baseball. He NAIA Bi-districts and reached The voting appeared weighted
also earned all-conference and a decision early Sunday morn- toward the East coast, as Pearall-state honors in football.
ing to a ward the four at-large son noted only one West coast
In track, he competed in the berths to Hawaii Pacific, team - Fresno Pacific - was
state AA meet in the long jump Fresno Pacific, Calif., Doane, awarded an at-large berth.
and the 300 intermediate
hurdles. He played guard in
basketball and second base in
baseball.
Raley said he wants to work
with people after college, which
contributed to his decision to
New donors and old donors earn $25 for 2 visits.
major in public relations.
That's a $5 bonus. It's a two-way street. You
"I have lots of respect for
people, and I care a lot about
help us meet the plasma needs of the
people," Raley said. "I'm not
sick and injured and we'll help
worried about people not likingme, becausefewpeoplehave
a reason not to like me."
Raley is not embarrassed by
doing crazy things in public; he
likes to be crazy because it
makes him laugh. That is not
BRING AD FOR
to say he would do anything
NEW DONOR
risky, however. He mentioned
BONUS!
he is paranoid about getting in
trouble.
Although he is happy playing
26 S. 2nd St., Yakima, 457-7878
football right now, Raley's
Hours: 7 a.m. - 3 p.m. Tuesday -Saturday
fantasy is to be a rock star. He
is currently growing his curly
l
* An old donor is one who has not donated for 90 days.
I
brown hair long, "just to see
what it looks like."

r-------------------,
BE A PLASMA DONOR
EARN UP TO $106 A MONTH

Alpha

, ___________________ ,,,

RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

C 0 RPS

SAT, SUN
3:05, 5:10.
1:1s. 9:15
('3 :os. ·s:1oi

{)1rTl;LEY
~
~
TOM SELLECK
FRI, MON &TUES 7:00, 9:10
SAT, SUN 2:40, 4:50, 7:00, 9:10
(•2:40, ·4:50)

ONLY $2.00
GOOD

11-19-90
ONLY

PRESUMED

INNOCENT
FRI, MON TUES 6:45, 9:10

&
SAT, SUN 1:55, 4:20, 6:45, 9:10
(•1 :55. •4:20)

STARTS NOV. 21

FREE
MOVIE

PREDATOR2
AND

7Ytl'(C§

WITIJ

~~
KEVIN
COSTNER

TBE MOST EXCITING PEW HOURS
YOU'LL SPEND ILL WEEK.
Build your self-confidence in an exciting
Army ROTC elective. We'll get you out of the
classroom and into adventure.
Open to all freshmen and sophomores
without obligation. Class size is limited so
register today.
Find out more. Contact Captain
Maassen, Room 202, Peterson Hall. Or
call 963-3518.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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Rugby teanJ.
runs up 6~0
record

AIUmni edges 'Cat matsters
by Greg L. Miller
Staff reporter

A parade of former national
champions and All-Americans
marched into Nicholson Pavilion for an alumni-student
wrestlin match last Frida .

by Greg L. Miller
Staff reporter

Former national champions
Greg Forde and Lynell Brinsen headed the alumni squad.
Forde beat Central's Nick
Nastri, while Brinsen lost to
Central's Mitch Fairchild in
the 134-pound weight class.
The other winner from
Central's team was Sandy
Stevenson, who beat former
two-time All-American C.D.
Hoines.
The alumni won, winning
three of seven matches and
tying two others.
Current assistant coach Eric
Idler beat Burr McFarrel, and
Central's Craig Iverson and Mike Grahm tied alumns Kris
Morgan and Chris Mason respectively.
Idler, who organized the
event, said the match went ~~~,.,_.....
well, even though some
alumni scheduled to attend
had to cancel
The Wildcats will have their
Christopher Stone/The Observer
first official home match of
the year agaipst Lower Co- Central wrestling Nick Nastri steadies hlmself and goes for the takedown.
lumbia Friday at 7 p.m.

Hey readers! Look at
what we DIDN'T screw up
last week!

FOUR SEASONS
411 N. Pine

PRINTING
10!0110CK A'llNUllYAICIMA. WAll4NJlCN _ . ttlll)ll - -

llo•~H 12 1991

Ceoual 1faall.J.a91:00 Q11i••r•HY
Obaer••i: Office
lo11lU011 Hall
lllH8DQC9 Ila '9tal

"It was a street
fight."
Todd Tucker
"It was a street fight," said
team member Todd Tucker.
"They had a lot of cheap shots
against us, but we maintained
our composure."
The match was one of the
rougher defensive games the
team has had this year.
"Normally we can get about
20 to 30 points every match,"
Tucker said. "But they played
well defensively."
Tommy Jackson had the only
score for the team in first half.
The rugby team concludes its
fall season with a home match
against Willamette at the intramural fields this Saturday.

Discount Ski Center

925-9134

Ellensburg, WA

LOWEST SKI PRICES ANYWHERE
PRICES EXPIRE 11-19-90
~

!5HicL05

Central's men's rugby team
continued its winning ways,
beatibg a tough defensive
Southern Oregon team 6-0 last
weekend.
The squad traveled down to
Oregon without some of its
starting players, and had to
play tough 9efensively to keep
their record at a perfect 6-0.

SALE

BEG
00

ELAN #955
BLIZZARD SEGURA
PRE 1100 SPORT
K2 6.7 PSS
K2 UVX
BLIZZARD VSL
KWKVC
K2TNC

$235
$250 00
$280 00
$285 00
$330 00
$375 00
$440 00
$465 00

$7995
$9995
$130 00
$125 00
$179 95
$199 95
$295 00
$31000

BINDINGS

REG

SALE

TYROLIA #550
TYROLIA #560
SALOMON #557
SALOMON #757
SALOMON #857

$140 00
$150 00
$150 00
$175 00
$19500

$7995
$8995
$6995
$9995
$119 95

~

RAIQHLE BOOTS
VIVA (MEN & WOMEN)
RE 250 (MEN & WOMEN)
RE 270 (MEN & WOMEN)
RE 377 (MEN & WOMEN)
FLEXON PRO (LADY)
FLEXON EQUIPE (MEN)
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SKI GLOVES
SKI GOGGLES
SKI POLES
SUNGLASSES (Ski Optics)
TURTLENECKS

20 % OFF
20% OFF
25% OFF
25% OFF
20% OFF

:.~.\

.~

_BEG

SALE

$ 99 95

00

$190
$215 00
$22500
$28000
$34000

$36500

-

$115 00
$139 95
$16995
$199 95
$240 00

EALS

TO 26% OFF
STRETCH PANTS
ONE PIECE SUITS
T050%0FF
00
NOW $39 95
BIB (Reg. $75 )
QUALITY X CTY PKG
NOW $119 95
(REG $22390 )

r-------------------------------,
'

BIG ANNIVERSARY SALE ·

The Observer. Committed.

BERN/NA

STUDENTS ALWAYS RECEIVE 20% OFF

E xperience comfon in exc icing m:w color:; /
anJ styles for mt:n, women
~/~.....#..~
anJ children. Repair
service available.

MUNDY'S SHOES

Fourth and Pearl

E]

Upto30% OFF
925·9725

.

410NPEARL

STOREWIDE

925-5942

L-------------------------------~
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Etcetera
Snake inspires quest
for paradise lost
by Scott Forman
Ypsilanti Press

If a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush, what's a
snake in the walls worth?
It's a question two Michigan State University freshmen are
asking after losing their pet boa constrictor, Cujo, in the
walls of their dormitory last week.
The que~tion is being asked because if David Bonner, 18,
and Aaron McKenzie, 19, are caught by Quitsland Hall
resident advisers with their beloved Cujo, they face disciplinary action - possibly eviction or even expulsion.
So the two roommates are planning to sell Cujo - whose
value is extimated at $300 to $500 - before they get "righteously nailed to the wall," Bonner says.
But first they must find Cujo.
"We're going out of our minds, believe me," said McKenzie,
who hasn't seen the boa in nine days. "He's near the end of
his 10-day feeding cycle, so if we don't find him in the next
day or two he might decide to curl up and disappear for a
month or two."
Word of the snake escape leaked to Quitslund RA Jeanne
Silver, who claims that frightened residents are too scared
to sleep because of the "mauradering menace."
''This is not funny," she said. ''This snake may be harmless,
but he's scaring people."
Pets are expressly forbidden in residence halls by MSU
regulations, Silver says. She adds she has a personal stake
in punishing the two perpetrators - if they can be caught
with the goods.
Bonner sayshe and McKenzie are confident. "It's a race
against time, a time to test our loyalty to one another
against all odds. It's an epic quest to discover a lost paradise. Or maybe not."
Mckenzie says his fellow residents are needlessly terrified.
"If you could meet Cujo, you'd see he's about the sweetest
friend a guy could ever have. How could you want to hurt
him when you look in those eyes?"
©Copyright 1990 I USA TODAY Apple College Network
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---Weekly Crossword-"BACH TO MUSIC"

By Gerry Frey

ACROSS
1 Music with a beat
5 Will Roger's forte
10 Past tense: Abv .
(archaic)
14 Yes yes
15 Word with case or cut
16 Play part
17 Chain part
18 Krupa and Rich tools
20 Precedes "TERN" :
Podium
21 "Hot lips" Loretta
22 Mules
23 Computer letter
25 Your fodder's house
27 Type of instrument
29 Lover's song
33 "Stardust" or
"Goodnight Irene" eg
34 Musical inflections
35 Precedes "SATION":
Bring to a hall
36 Garfield's buddy
37 laugh track sounds
38 Frosts the cake
39 Mr. Fleming
40 Grand Central, eg
41 Conductor's roadmap
42 "Licorice stick"
44 Macys and Glmbels
45 leisure
46 Music holder
47 Highway
50 Mend the soek
51 XXXVI minus XXXlll
54 John Philip's Invention
57 Word with Calypso or
Mariachi
58 Type of root
59 Roof edges
60 Story starter
61 Capital ot Yemen
62 Word with teen
63 Tennis pro

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5

Partner of 1 across
Person from Tulsa
Musical instrument
Klandestine org.?
Mr. Beethovan

•••••••••••••••••
•
Secretarial, Seni.ces Ltd.
•
•
•

Word Processing
Term Papers/Projects/

•
•

•••

Theses

Reasonabk Rates

•••

•

962-6378

•

• ••••••••••••••••

Hey!

Read The
Classi teds
RESUMES! Mailing list/merge letters, reports and term papers. Spell
checked and edited with word processor. Applications and forms typed.
Call 925-6872. lri• Secretarial and
Re•ume Service, 314 West Helena.
6 Song word with Showers
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
19

21
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
34

37
38

40

and Paris
Precedes "NIK": Russian
satteme
Short for theological
college
Word with tithers
San Quentin
Large mythical birds
Ms. Sommer
Ms. Trueheart
" - o f Vlena Woods"
Lucid
5,280 feet
French parliament
Angers
Passionless person
Word with wave or basin
"Heat not a tumace _
_ · : Shakesp11re
Squeeze boies
Plow man
Dangerous curves
Honor Society Inductee
Roosters wives
Religious Image
Woman of song

41
43
44
46

47
48
49
50
52

53
55

56
57

Mr. Kenton
Ratlonale
Tension
Even more lucid
Thin man's dog
Burden
Remedy
Peace bird
Ruterpart
Idea in Nice
Legume
Crone
Feathery necklace

NATIONAL MARKETING Frn.M
Seeks outgoing, personable students
to work on special marketing projects
on-campus. Flexible hours and excellent pay. No sales. No pay. Call Cyn- .
thia at (800) 592-2121 extension 120.
ALASKA FISHERIES EMPLOYMENT NETWORK is now taking
applications for positions in the
Alaska fishing industry. Sign-up for
your summer employment now. Contact: A.F .EN., P.O. Box 1767, Richland, WA 99352
LOOKING: for a fraternity, sorority, student organization that
would like to make $500-$1000 for
one week on-campus marketing project. Must be organized and hardworking. Call Cynthia or Jeanine at (800)
592-2121.
SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES.
Sign UpNow.ContactJohnMoserJr.
925-1272.

©1990 GFR Associates All Rights Reserved
P.O. Box 9104. Schenectady. N.Y. 12309
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GIRLS..

NEED HELP in financing your education? Female live-in personal care
attendant needed for female disabled
student. Beginning winter quarter,
$800/month, Call 963-7117.
Scholarships/grants/loans GUARANTEED to ANY student! Or else
you get a refund plus FREE $100
savings bond. We're that sure! Free
details, 24-hours: (206) 357-1203 ext.
319.

FR.ESl//1AN GIR.1-SCoME'S To A TIE

~Rm&:rwEcN TWo PLA'rt~

VOLUNTEERS! American Red
Cross needs enthusiastic people
for office, disaster, safety, and blood
services. Minimal time required,
training provided. Great non-financial rewards. Contact Pat Ainsworth,
925-3119 or Christine Page 925-4205.

i,i'I

WANTED - Reps to promote lowpriced Sun and Ski Packages! FREE
TRIPS AND CASH. Call Great West
Vacations. 1-800-667-6235.

y1,1F

· OH No! !HEY

THINK 1',41 A GIRL!

NON COMPOS MENTIS

By Greg Goessman

POLICE OFFICER The Cities of
Yakima, Selah, And Union Gap are
seeking candidates for Police Officers
to protect life and property, enforce
laws, and perform other tasks oft.en
under hazardous working conditions.
Applicants must be able to read and
write English, be a high school graduate or equivalent, and must be at
least 21 years of age at time of exami- .
nation. Last day to apply is Tues.,
November 27, 1990 by 5:00 p.m. or
P<>stmarked by that date. Contact
Personnel Office at 129 N. 2nd Street,
Yakima, WA 98901, or call 575-6090.
The City ofYakima is an EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER. Women,
minorities, and bilingual persons are
encouraged to apply.
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Trying to stretch dollars when
you're computer shopping doesn't mean
Apple introduces the 7\ lacintosh Classic. you're willing to make sacrifices.
That's why you should consider the new, affordable Macintosh® Classic® computer.
It has everything you n~duding a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2megabytes of
RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk. Just plug everything in and the Macintosh Classic is ready
,to run, because the system software is already installed: And, thanks to the Macintosh
computer's legendary ease of use, you'll be up and running in no time.
like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applications that all
work in the same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well on your
way to learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have trouble sharing.
The Apple® SuperDrive ~tandard equipment with every Macintosh-reads from and
writes to Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS;2, and Apple II floppy disks, which means you can share
information with someone who uses a different type of computer.
See the Macintosh Classic for yourself. It'll change your mind about cheap roommates.

I

For n1ore infonnation,

-please visit the

University Bookstore
,

ti®The power to be your best~
• Macintosh Classic computers purchased before January 1991 include system software on floppy disks; software is not installed.
©1990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. SuperDrive and "The
power to be your best" are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS
is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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